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Art

Design and Technology - Food
For one of the products you have made recently, develop a picture storyboard with
annotation show the step-by-step method.
English
Complete the following three tasks to complement your current work in class on poetry.
What is a haiku?
A haiku is a Japanese form of poetry that has only three short lines. In the three lines
there are usually only 17 syllables, often arranged like this:
the first line has five
the second line has seven
the third line has five

Task A
Using the above structure, rearrange the words overleaf into a haiku

Task B
Create your own haiku about a subject of your choice.
Task C
Read your library book for twenty minutes and complete your reading log.
French
Use the website www.language-gym.com to revise tense, verbs and pronouns.
Geography
Imagine that you have been washed ashore on a desert island. You have no idea how big
it is or if it is inhabited. After some time a man appears walking along the beach towards
you carrying two buckets. He does not speak, but gestures that you must choose one of
the two buckets. One has water in it, one has diamonds. Which would you choose?
Think about your choice. Why do some of us choose diamonds over water when:
● we know that without water we could die within three days?
● diamonds have no intrinsic value on a desert island – they are beautiful and rare
to us but they do nothing to support life?
Why do we value water so little? Is it that
● water is something we in the UK see as widely available?
● we live in a developed economy where clean water is accepted as the norm?
● commodities in abundant supply are usually valued less?
Use this information, and anything else you can find online, to help you write a short
speech called “I’d choose water over diamonds any day!” Your speech should last for
about three minutes.
History
This task asks you to think about what you have learned about Medieval England.
Create a piece of work illustrating the differences between life in medieval times and life
today. This could be presented as a table, a poster or another way you choose. To make
it even better, you could use a Venn diagram to show where there are also areas of

similarity. Challenge: a
 nswer the question “How far is life today different from life in
medieval times?”
ICT
Imagine that the BBC want to redesign their different news pages. Choose one topic
from: Sport; Entertainment or Technology. Produce an A4 wireframe design for a new
webpage.
Maths
Log on to one of the following websites and complete some work linked to the topics
you are currently studying::
●
●
●

Doddle
Kerboodle
My Maths

Science
Year

Essay title

Notes

7

How important is sleep to health?

What happens to the body if we
are sleep deprived? How does it
affect children’s education. How
much do we need?

